
A HEALTHY
PARTNERSHIP

WITH THE
BURCHELL NURSERY

We’ve always been more about quality than
quantity since we consider every tree from
the Burchell Nursery to be a living promise.

Our mission is to grow trees of the highest
quality, sell trees with the highest integrity, 
and represent them honestly.

The Burchell team of proven professionals is
ready to help you with all your nut tree needs,
be it our Healthy Start™ bareroot trees or 
our Ready Start® container grown trees.

Contact our office, call 800-828-TREE 
or visit burchellnursery.com now for the 
best selection of almond trees to help 
grow your profits.
 

Because your challenges and orchard
requirements may be different than that of 
your neighbor, we offer 24 almond varieties 
available a wide range of rootstocks to 
choose from.

Our Healthy Start™ bareroot trees are 
perfect for traditional planting or you can
opt for our Ready Start® potted trees to 
give you greater flexibility.

We are the nursery where most of the 
industry standard varieties originated.
Varieties such as:

The Burchell Nursery has been at the 
forefront of almond introductions since 1942. 
Burchell Nursery consistently delivers beyond 
our customers’ expectations having 
introduced the top 4 out of 6 almond 
varieties that are responsible for generating 
30% of the almond industry’s annual revenue.

We work the science to create tree varieties 
and develop orchard practices that are more 
economically and environmentally sustainable.  
It’s just our nature.
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YOUR SUCCESS IS
OUR FIRST PRIORITY

Carmel
Monterey
Avalon

Wood Colony
Supareil
Fritz

THE BEST TREES,
PRODUCE

THE BEST RESULTS

burchellnursery.com       800 828-TREE



3rd leaf Westley 123 trees/ac 1,600 lbs/ac

3rd leaf Merced 141 trees/ac 1,450 lbs/ac

3rd leaf Modesto 138 trees/ac 1,503 lbs/ac

3rd leaf Riverdale 130 trees/ac 1,700 lbs/ac

3rd leaf Shafter-Wasco 123 trees/ac 1,692 lbs/ac

4th leaf Gustine 145 trees/ac 2,300 lbs/ac

4th leaf Dinuba 123 trees/ac 2,400 lbs/ac

4th leaf Fowler 130 trees/ac 2,058 lbs/ac

4th leaf Manteca 122 trees/ac 1,100 lbs/ac

5th leaf Modesto 138 trees/ac 1,766 lbs/ac

5th leaf Gustine 145 trees/ac 2,836 lbs/ac

8th leaf Salida 138 trees/ac 3,145 lbs/ac

SHASTA® ALMOND PRODUCTION HISTORY

AN EXCLUSIVE VARIETY FROM THE BURCHELL NURSERY SUMMIT ALMOND SERIES™ 

Burchell Nursery has gathered this information to assist you with your selection of varieties.  While all tests and evaluations have been positive, 
Burchell Nursery can not guarantee the results in your orchard based upon the information shown that was provided by others.

MILLIONS SOLD

“Shasta® has incredible production! It is a
well-sealed nut with low worm damage
and I like the idea that it might not need 
as many bees and that it shakes easy.”
Seth Merrit from Pixley who farms SHASTA

Early, heavy production with
ONE SHAKE and ONE HARVEST

Beautiful, light and smooth kernel
like Monterey or Carmel

Size 20/22 almonds/oz.
to 24/25 almonds/oz.

high crack out 60 – 65%
with good in-shell use   

Blanches well with a good,
sweet flavor

Self-Fertile, requires fewer bees

Tree is medium size, vigorous,
with a semi-upright to

spreading habit

Blooms and harvests with or
slightly ahead of Nonpareil


